Rochester L’Abri Conference 2019
Workshop Descriptions
“A” Workshops:
A1

On Seeing Seamlessly

Steven Garber

E.M. Forster begins his novel, Howards End, with two words, “Only connect.” Yes, but.
Mostly we don’t, disposed to dualisms of all sorts as we are. To learn to see as God sees
is the very heart of a good life, and in this seminar we will examine our longing for
coherence, in life and labor, learning and liturgy.
A2

The Speed of Kingdom Living: In Praise of Wasting Time

Denis Haack

Everyone senses the pressure of time, and it can be difficult to know how to respond
practically to the ever faster pace of life. Alan Lightman wrote In Praise of Wasting Time
(TED, 2018) to argue that in moving ever faster we are in danger of losing the best parts
of what it means to be alive as human beings. We will examine some of his ideas in light
of a biblical perspective on time and begin to identify what it means to live faithfully as
finite creatures made for time.
A3

Romans 7: Sin, the Self, and the Redemption of Human Agency

Jeff Dryden

Romans 7 is a notoriously difficult passage, which features a defense of God's law
alongside a depressing account of Paul's moral failures. But this passage also has some
very important things to say about Christian identity and our redemption in Christ.
A4

What to think of Poetic Naturalism?

AJ Poelarend

In this workshop, I will discuss Sean Carroll's book “The Big Picture: On the Origins of
Life, Meaning, and the Universe Itself”. Carroll is a self-proclaimed atheist, and while he
is deeply committed to naturalism (the idea that matter is all there is and that reality can
be comprehensively described by science) he still recognizes that ideas like beauty, moral
values, meaning and purpose need an explanation. He, therefore, introduces the term
poetic naturalism as a way to capture different ways of speaking about reality. In his
proposal, he maintains naturalism as his worldview but creates space for deeper
existential values – in his words, they are useful ways of talking about things that are real
to us, even though they emerge from a physical understanding of our universe and are in
that sense, bound to it. In this workshop I will summarize his overarching argument,
engage with his most profound and important ideas, and explore various ways that poetic
naturalism became a plausible option and how Christians can interact with it.

A5

Jazz, Common Grace, and Culture Care

Doug Groothuis

Is there any room for jazz in the Christian life? Can this uniquely American music
contribute to the common good? We explore these and other questions according to the
biblical categories of common grace and our responsibility and opportunities to care for
our culture.
A6

The Spirit at Work: God and Vocation

Clarke Scheibe

Often we think of the Spirit as a force that stands alien to our daily lives. Yet the Bible
speaks of the Spirit as enlivening all areas of life. What does it mean that the Spirit is at
work in the world and through our jobs?
A7

The Changing Relationship of Young People to Work

Mardi Keyes

American youth have gone from being producers – economic assets in their families, to
being consumers – so costly to raise, that many consider children a luxury they cannot
afford. How did this shift happen? There is also reason to worry that America is now a
culture of “perpetual adolescence” (Ben Sasse) and that the younger generation is
“completely unprepared for adulthood” (Jean Twenge) including adult work. What can
we do to both motivate and help young people make the transition to adult work?

“B” Workshops:
B1

Making Peace with the Proximate

Steven Garber

In the now-but-not-yet world in which we live, day by day we have to find ways to keep
our hearts and hopes alive, so very aware we are of sorrow and injustice, of
disappointment and tragedy. Whether in the public square or the bedroom, we have to
make peace with the proximate— with the belief that something true and honest and real
is a gift from God, even if it is not everything.
B2

Race, Economics and Apologetics: Is There a Connection?

Luke Bobo

America may be regarded as a racialized society. Sadly, in this society, economics is also
racialized. Apologetics is typically a reasoned and verbal defense of the gospel. Is there
another way to do apologetics to undo our racialized economy?
B3

It Works if You Work It: The Spiritual Nature of Addiction
& 12 Step Recovery

Heather Dryden

An exploration of the human condition through the lens of the addictive process and the
spiritual practices of 12 step recovery

B4

The Promises and Problems of the Argument from Cosmological
Fine Tuning for Apologetics

AJ Poelarends

Over the last 40 years, it has become increasingly evident that the universe is extremely
fine-tuned, so much so that if the universe would have had slightly different properties
and initial conditions, life as we know it would have been impossible. In this workshop I
will discuss the scientific evidence for the fine-tuning of the universe, the reception of the
idea of fine-tuning in Christian and non-Christian circles and scientific and philosophical
communities, and the way fine-tuning can be helpful (and unhelpful) in the field of
apologetics and evangelism.

B5

In Search of the Common Good: Christian Fidelity in a Fractured
World

Jake Meador

Though ours is a world that places high value on letting each person define their own
identity, meaning, and purpose in life, the outcome of this has not been greater personal
happiness and contentment, but isolation from neighbor and alienation from the world.
Ours is an age of mistrust between neighbor, disconnection from creation, and
institutional dysfunction. How can Christians respond to this crisis in a way that offers
legitimate grounds for hope? What does the call to fulfill the great commission and the
cultural mandate look like in such a world? How do you pursue the common good in a
world that has lost the commons? Jake Meador will attempt to answer these questions,
drawing on the works of Francis and Edith Schaeffer, Wendell Berry, T. S. Eliot, and
others.
B6

Skills for Staying Human in a Pornified Culture

Joshua Chestnut

Few aspects of our technologized culture entrench shame, deepen isolation and ultimately
dehumanize like internet pornography. And if the statistics on the matter are even
partially true, the number of men and women struggling with porn addiction is at
epidemic levels. In this workshop we will consider the often over-looked virtues of
patience, imagination and hope as key skills in both regaining and maintaining one's
humanity in a pornified culture like our own.
B7

Finding Sabbath Rest in a World that Never Stops

Mary Frances Giles

A look at the theological basis for the practice of Sabbath, what Sabbath tells us about
our work, and how this might apply practically to our lives today.

“C” Workshops:
C1

The Strange Modern Idea of “Image Without God”

Dick Keyes

Conviction of being made in the Iimage of God has been the foundation of human dignity
in our democracy and which in turn has made possible the idea that “all men are created
equal”. The ability to realize that commitment has been deeply flawed from the start, but
it has been a persistent value toward which our society at its best has moved. We will
examine some of the difficulties encountered when belief in the Creator God is
abandoned but there is nonetheless an attempt to retain the dignity of being made in his
image as well as the consequent reality of equality.
C2

Science & The Bible - Unnatural Enemies: Is the choice either
naturalistic science or the existence of God?

Frank Stootman

Is naturalism really the best explanation for the universe we live in? This workshop will
consider both the physical and metaphysical aspects of nature and demonstrate that the
existence of God is a rational consideration and worth a second look in a society which
has abandoned the notion of God. Indeed, many Christians need to realize that acceptance
of Jesus as Lord is not only becoming fully human but is also an embracing of
ontological truth embedded in the warp & weft of the universe.
C3

The Creative Artist’s End

John Hodges

What is the end of creative art? Does it serve a purpose? What role do the creative arts
play in God’s economy? Can the mission of the Church be fulfilled without the creative
arts? What principles might help guide artists and churches toward a fuller understanding
of the place of the arts? We will discuss the varying answers to these questions that
artists and audiences have considered over the centuries.
C4

Is Race Injustice Really a Gospel Issue?

Jeff Dryden

While there are some movements in the church to address issues of historic racism in
American society and in the church, there are some prominent voices that have raised real
concerns about the church losing the integrity of the gospel in a concern for social justice
concerns. So how do we know when we have diluted the gospel? Are social justice
concerns really important for the church to address?
C5

The Changing Relationship of Young People to Work

Mardi Keyes

American youth have gone from being producers – economic assets in their families, to
being consumers – so costly to raise, that many consider children a luxury they cannot
afford. How did this shift happen? There is also reason to worry that America is now a

culture of “perpetual adolescence” (Ben Sasse) and that the younger generation is
“completely unprepared for adulthood” (Jean Twenge) including adult work. What can
we do to both motivate and help young people make the transition to adult work?

C6

Understanding Jordan Peterson

Clarke Scheibe

A closer look at the divisive figure Jordan Peterson and his best-selling book. So many
are speaking about him, but so little of his worldview is being addressed. Where exactly
is he coming from? And how should Christians think about him?
C7

Skills for Staying Human in a Smartphone Culture

Joshua Chestnut

No other gadget in human history can compete with our smartphones in their ability to
consolidate so much of our lives into a single device (which also happens to fit
comfortably into your pocket!) Yet this convenient consolidation has not come without a
social and spiritual cost. In this workshop we will consider both sociological and
theological reasons why people are stuck on their phones as well as look at the practices
of solitude, intergenerational relationships and walking as means to live well and wisely
with our phones.

“D” Workshops:
D1

What is Stewardship?

Dick Keyes

“Stewardship” seems like an old-fashioned word which has to do with giving money to
church and charity. That much is true, but it actually means something much more farreaching and inclusive of a wide range of Christian commitments and important Biblical
foundations. As we understand these, it transforms our ideas of life as a whole.
D2

The Sovereignty of God, Chance and Evolution: Does God use
chance processes? Is there any room for evolution? Where can
we draw the boundaries?

Frank Stootman

The natural world has many chance processes which operate within the sovereignty of
God and His plans for the universe. It is surprising to many Christians that there are
examples in the Bible which also bring these two together. This being so, what
implications and what boundaries might we set on evolution? Is the real problem the
concept of evolution or is it the unsophisticated paradigm of natural selection, which
turns nature into a banal exercise of time plus chance only?

D3

Whatever Happened to the Human Race? The Image of God;
the Question of Race; the Reality of Nation.

Mike Sugimoto

This talk examines the biblical basis of mankind’s unity, while highlighting moments of
racial awareness in mid-century America, including the 1942 Japanese-American
internment order, 1955 Family of Man exhibition and 1960s cultural milestones (Civil
Rights, Apollo moon landing) as presented in the TV show, Mad Men (2007-2015). We
will explore competing ideas of human identity, by tracing their key turning points.
D4

A Theology of Writing

Doug Groothuis

"In the beginning was the Word." How does the written word of the writer contribute to
God's Kingdom? We will develop a biblical theology of writing that addresses its
meaning and purpose. I have honed my views on this from 35 years of published writing
and teaching students how to write for about that long.
D5

Salty Talk: How to Speak So You Can Listen

Marvin Padgett

With the verse in Corinthians about ‘seasoning’ your talk in mind, we will review How to
Think by Alan Jacobs, Winsome Persuasion by Muehloff & Langer and Thank You for
Arguing by Jay Heinrichs.
D6

Time to Play: A Developmental and Theological Model

Mary Frances Giles

Looking at the idea of "play", both from the perspectives of what we know about
child/human development as well as how play fits in with what it means to be human.
D7

In Search of the Common Good: Christian Fidelity in a Fractured
World

Jake Meador

Though ours is a world that places high value on letting each person define their own
identity, meaning, and purpose in life, the outcome of this has not been greater personal
happiness and contentment, but isolation from neighbor and alienation from the world.
Ours is an age of mistrust between neighbor, disconnection from creation, and
institutional dysfunction. How can Christians respond to this crisis in a way that offers
legitimate grounds for hope? What does the call to fulfill the great commission and the
cultural mandate look like in such a world? How do you pursue the common good in a
world that has lost the commons? Jake Meador will attempt to answer these questions,
drawing on the works of Francis and Edith Schaeffer, Wendell Berry, T. S. Eliot, and
others.

